
Why are disability issues not 
featured enough in national 
ICT policies

Axel's Group

This is not the right question!
We need bottom up solutions as well

It is how policies are put into practice that really 
matters

Susan's Group

Jutta's Group

Issue is not perceived as a priority; it 
costs too much money

Big EU projects do not have 
accessibility built into them - an issue of 
public procurement

People believe that numbers are 
smaller then they are - a billion people 
with disabilities

Belief that persons with disabilities 
cannot use technologies

New solutions are complex to use (as 
with tablets

Need simpler solutions for older 
generations

Meetings like this (UN) - we need to 
have accessible meetings so that 
especially the deaf can participate

Bottom up approach may be more 
effective than when you have national 
solutions

local government and cities can set 
great examples

National scale - lots of talk and little 
action

In Colombia very short of resources - 
funding goes to the general population 
not those with disabilities

Universal design should be recognised

Lack of awareness

Lack of market awareness

no good statistical evidence World Bank is really good at guessing

generation going into retirement is the 
oldest, largest and richest generation - 
and they all have accessibility issues

Not involved in decision making

prospect of universal design

architects have to be really aware of 
accessiblity issues - legislation enforces 
this

not taught wider in education

Lack of capacity

lack of training

too few people who know about issues 
and solutions

High costs

Attitude

anything that is different is looked at is 
strange

disability is to be hidden

skills of people with disabilities are 
therefore hidden and not realised/
promoted

Attitude that disability is a medical not 
human rights issue

yet people do nothing about it

Fragmented lobbying disabled community does not speak 
with one 

even when there is policy at a high level 
with lots of funding and support, the 
impact in terms of employment etc. is 
not high

rate of compliance with legislation is not 
high

Therefore need for more fundamental 
changes

Need to relate these issue to the power 
structures that exist

Bottom up and top down

appealing to charity do not relate to 
power rhetoric

Disconnect by decision makers 
between this issue and their own 
personal issues

Not seen as a market opportunity

This could relate to how we frame it - us 
and others

But it is one given the demographics

Need for universal access - not the 
typical or average

Cultural attitudes

"Solutions"

1. You need to build awareness and 
mainstream accessibility

2. Provide incentives but also use 
regulation and enforcement - carrots 
and sticks

3.Education as a means of affecting 
cultural change

4. Fair trade/green label - some means 
of creating a minimum standard

5.Mainstreaming essential

6.Raising awareness

Requiring accessibility standards in all 
projects

Mainstreaming of the issue of 
accessibility in other kinds of meetings

Stop holding meetings like this where 
we are all talking to the converted

We need to get to the decision makers

Regulators

Ministries

Companies

can we come up with tax incentives?for example, if your website is 
accessible you could get tax breaks

integrating at various levels education 
about accessible design for all those 
involved in design and production of 
ICTs

Involvement of national authorities

This should be a necessary part of the 
curriculum

Government seal of approval related to 
accessibility for ICT products

7. Capacity Building

Policy makers must be made aware

Could be expensive at the beginning, 
but in the long term everyone will 
benefit

Government could have procedures for 
only accessible products

starting a kindergarten level

all the way to universitySome certification on accessibility

8. Involvement of all stakeholders

especially involvement of persons with 
disabilities to ensure it is acceptable 
and useful for them

Universal standards

Nothing about us without us


